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ABSTRACT
To improve production, industry has aimed to apply
large computerized automation in production process.
Amongst the various technologies to take industry by
storm is rapid manufacturing technology. An RP
technology gives the bridge from product
conceptualization to product realization in a reasonable
fast manner, [1]. Rapid prototyping (RP) can be defined
as a group of techniques used to quickly produce a part
or assembly using three-dim. In this report, we discussed
the improvement of prototyping design talent among the
students, and scholars with university-industry
partnership and technology convey. The prototypes
which are produced using Selective Laser Sintering (
SLS) RP system are examined for various mechanical
properties. The effect of laser speed and orientation of
part on building time is investigated. The orange peel
effect, delamination, effect of foreign particles are also
discussed along with optimum part orientation to reduce
the errors[2].
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INTRODUCTION

Rapid prototyping (RP) can be explained as an
umbrella of techniques used to rapidly fabricate a
component or assembly using three-dimensional
(3D) computer aided design (CAD) data.

The first RP technique, Stereo lithography, was
developed by 3D Systems of Valencia, CA, USA. A
number of different RP techniques have become
available. RP has also been referred to as a solid
free-form manufacturing, computer automated
manufacturing, and layered manufacturing, RP has
clearly use as a vehicle for visualization. In
addition, RP models can be used for testing. RP
models can be used to create male models for

tooling. In some cases, the RP part can be the end
user but the RP materiel is not stiff or accurate
enough.

When the RP materiel is appropriate, highly
complicated shapes can be produced because of the
nature of RP. There is a number of experimental RP
methodologies either in development or used by
small groups of individuals. This branch will focus
on RP techniques that are presently available,
including Stereo lithography (SLA), Selective Laser
Sintering (SLS), Laminated Object manufacturing,
Fused Deposition Modeling, 3D printing
techniques[3]. SELECTIVE LASER SINTERING
(SLS)

This technology developed by Carl Deckard for his
master’s thesis at the University of Texas, selective
laser sintering was patented in 1989. In this method
a thin layer of thermoplastic powder is spread by a
sweeper on the surface of the build cylinder and
heated to just below its melting point by a CO2
laser within the sinter station. CAD data files in the
STL file format are first transferred to the sinter
station systems where they are sliced. Then a laser
beam traces out the cross section of one layer of the
part. When the laser beam is hits the powder the
affected particles sintered together. The first fused
layer lowered below one object layer, the roller
spreads out the next layer of the powder, and this
process repeated until the product complete. The
powder not melted during the process or fused acts
as built-in support structure. Thus there are no
support requirements separately, and when part is
complete the non-fused powder material can
completely brushed off. Fig (1) the schematic
diagram of SLS shown below. Advantages of SLS
technology are good part stability, no need to part
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supports. Drawbacks are high power consumption,
poor surface finish.[4]

Fig (1): the schematic diagram of SLS

4.2. UNIVERSITY-INDUSTRY
PARTNERSHIP AND TECHNOLOGY CONVEY

Present engineering and design colleges,
students are not confront to improve prototyping
talent, most syllabus pressure the significance of
fuzzy-front end methods and basic design and
analysis. For example, in the degree syllabus of
architecture, model making is usually seen as a
under level talent that is confidently used in
modelling projects. It depends on the teacher and
presentation of projects whether students are
confronted to really apply such talents after in their
education. Moreover, teachers are faced with
budgets reductions and teaching hours, it results a
catch-20 in setting up syllabus concerning real
model making. This can leads to limits of
graduating science and engineering students who
have not at all created something real, and present a
design without a computer support.[5]

4.3. PROTOTYPING AS AN EDUCATIONAL
CAPABILITY

In this view, design and prototyping talents
are essential for succeeding design engineers. This
is valid across reformatory boundaries, ranging
from industrial design and architecture to electronic
and aerospace engineering. For all, prototyping can
have four roles:

 Investigation: to probe physical space by
using physical components.
 Confirmation: to assess a design against the
specification – for example durability or
ergonomics.

 Conveyance: to create shared insight or to
start a dialogue with other professionals. To enable
decision making.
 Detailing: to function as a reference model,
as traditionally happens in the car industry.

Prototypes help to designers in a design process,
even though a successful prototyping needs
awareness of technologies, access to these
technologies, available time and enough personnel.
If any insufficient of these elements can effect on
the curriculum of the design students. The important
learning aim is to permit the students to attain
capability in prototyping procedure, based upon
prototyping techniques and design methods, what
can be prototyped and what is the most effective
way to create/use physical models during design
and engineering challenges. Theory of the subject
related to prototyping and production of physical
models is presented in a number of lectures, while
practicing sessions allow the students to get
knowledge of basic and advanced[6]

4.4. NEEDS OF EDUCATION

Many of today’s design engineers absence of
the implement and knowledge to take full benefits
of the ability of additive manufacturing to reduce
many of the limitations of conventional design
approaches. Taking full benefit of additive
manufacturing will require educating the present
workforce; enroll a new generation of students,
developing proper design tools, and applying
appropriate changes in established procedures such
as confirmation and recognition of components.
Group of Engineering and science colleges are an
excellent doorway to exposing students to additive
manufacturing techniques, and their courses tend to
be flexible to current trends. Motivate partnerships
with regional companies can provide an excellent
means of enrolling the workforce required to
advance additive manufacturing [7]. Throughout the
Advanced Technological Education initiatives
aimed at two-year postgraduate and three years
under graduate colleges, the Indian National
Science Congress (INSC) and Indian Institute of
Technologies (IIT) are developing curricula through
its Technician Education in Additive Manufacturing
(TEAM) program. As part of this work, two
Additive technical Education (ATE)
centers.University College Engineering,
Department of mechanical engineering Osmania
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University and Indian Institute of Technologies
(IIT) Hyderabad, Department of mechanical
engineering are developing and pioneering AM
curricula and can serve as models for expansion. To
date, few educational institutions have developed or
have access to books, instructional guides, and other
educational materials needed for courses and lab
activities in additive manufacturing [8].

The handiness of inexpensive additive
manufacturing and 3D printing is giving the chance
for multi-disciplinary labs and makerspaces at
primary, secondary, and postsecondary schools
across our nation. These programs can include
conventional engineering and manufacturing, and
architecture (scaled models) [9]. Also, AM presents
the opportunity to bring back manufacturing
programs at our nation’s universities, but in the
form of advanced product development, additive
manufacturing and as well as biological sciences
(molecular modeling), medicine (orthopedic
implants and tissue engineering), fashion design
(clothing, footwear, and jewelry), sports science
(protective gear), law enforcement and forensics
(recreation of crime scenes), archaeology (bones
and artifacts), interior design (space and facilities
planning).

Effect of Part orientation:

An experimental investigation is carried out to find
the variation in building time with the part
orientation.  The STL part is tried with different
orientations in Magics RP and the building time was
calculated using Desktop PSW from which the
optimum part orientations are derived.

Fig.1. STL Part Modeled with different Orientations

Fig.2. STL Files imported into Magics- RP

Effect of Laser speed on building time:

An experimental investigation is carried out to find
the variation in buildings time with the laser speed.
The SLI file is tried with different laser speed and
the building time was calculated using Desktop
PSW from which the optimum laser speed is
derived considering other process parameters[10].

Effect of Part orientation

Building Time

In Selective Laser Sintering, the orientation of the
part during fabrication is critical as it can affect part
accuracy, reduce the production time, and minimize
the cost of building the model.  This presents a
multi-objective approach for determining the
optimal part-building orientation.  Considering
different objects such as part accuracy and building
time.   An objective function has been developed
based on known sources of errors affecting part
accuracy and the requirements of good orientations
during the building of a model.  The primary
objective is to minimize the building time for
different part orientations achievable with the
process.Test Sample: Cube 50x50x50 mm3.

Table1: Effect of Orientation o building time

SNo Orientation Building Time

1 00 3.18

2 150 3.56

3 300 4.21

4 450 4.31

5 600 4.21

6 750 3.56

7 900 3.18

A test model of basic solid primitive i.e., a cube of
50x50x50 mm3 is considered for which different
part orientations are tried using Magics RP and the
corresponding building time is calculated with
Desktop PSW.  The Fig. shows that the maximum
building time is reported for 450 for the model.[11]

Fig .1: Effect of Orientation o building time
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Delamination Effect

The effect of delamination on the flutter boundary
of thetwo-dimensional layer is because of bad part
orientation. However, it also depends on the laser
scan area.  From this, it can be suggested that the
part should be oriented in such a way that there are
no sudden deviations in the slice area.  A gradual
deviation is generally recommended.

Fig.2. Delamination Effect

Orange Peel Effect

Orange peel is a certain kind of finish that may
develop on painted and cast surfaces.  The texture
resembles the bumpy surface of the skin of an
orange (fruit) hence the name.The “orange peel”
phenomenon is one of the main constraints in the
SLS process as it causes unacceptable surface
quality.  It happens when deteriorated PA2200
powder is employed in the SLS process.  However,
prototypes made by the SLS process have
comparatively high surface roughness due to the
stair stepping effect. The surface roughness of the
prototypes also depends on the part orientation.
The part with an optimum orientation will lead to
minimum triangulation and the surface roughness is
optimally good toenhance orange peel effect can be
reduced. The figure shows orange peel effect
because of bad part orientation and use of recycled
powder[12].

Fig.4. Orange Peel Effect

Effect of Laser Speed on Building time

In Selective laser sintering, the speed of the laser
during sintering is critical as it can affect the density
and strength of the prototype.  The optimization of
the sintering process parameters showed that the
speed and the sintering strategy have the biggest
impact on the quality of the sintered prototypes,

besides the laser power and the hatch distance.
Slower scan speed leads to a higher particle density
with a lower roughness.  A 900 rotation of the scan
direction at every other layer leads to an increase in
strength and a decrease in porosity compared to the
alternate scanning (no rotation).  The minimum
porosity can be achieved.

A sliced layered interface file is considered for
which building time is calculated using Desktop
PSW varying the laser speed.  The fig. shows that
the maximum building time is for less laser speed
and for higher laser speeds, the building time as
expected is less.  However considering the factor of
optimum building time and also maintain the
density and other mechanical properties of the
prototypes, andoptimum laser speed of 1500mm/sec
can be suggested which is supported by previous
research studies on laser sintering of metals.

Table.2: Effect of Laser Speed on Building time

SNo Laser Speed
(mm/sec)

Building Time

1 50 3.45

2 100 3.30

3 150 3.26

4 200 3.22

5 250 3.21

6 300 3.19

7 350 3.19

8 400 3.19

9 450 3.19

10 500 3.19

11 1000 3.19

12 1500 3.19

Fig.2: Effect of Laser Speed on Building time
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Conclusions

This project aims to reduce or eliminate this
unacceptable surface texture by controlling the most
important process parameters which significantly
affects the SLS process and the output of the
process.The surface finish for a 6 ranges of products
was reported and the best orientation and process
parameters are derived.The optimum laser speed for
better building time is analyzed.The effect of orange
peel effect, thermal distortion and foreign dust
particles because of improper sieving and mixing of
recycled polyamide were described. The
delamination effect of metals is explored.
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